Abstract. We show that on an arbitrary nilpotent orbit O in g C , where g is a direct sum of classical simple Lie algebras, there is G-invariant hyperK ahler structure obtainable as a hyperK aher quotient of the at hyperK ahler manifold R 4N = H N . Co ncidences between various low-dimensionalsimple Lie groups lead to some nilpotent orbits being described as hyperK ahler quotients (in some cases in fact nite quotients) of other orbits. For example, from the construction we are able to read The above-mentioned results have consequences in quaternionic K ahler geometry: it is known that nilpotent orbits in complex semisimple Lie algebras give rise to quaternionic K ahler metrics. Our approach gives a more direct proof of this in the classical case as these manifolds turn out to be quaternionic K ahler quotients of quaternionic projective spaces. Moreover, hyperK ahler quotients between nilpotent orbits give rise to pairs of quaternionic K ahler metrics related by the quaternionic K ahler quotient construction. In particular, many of these manifolds are nitedimensional quaternionic K ahler quotients of the complex Grassmannian Gr 2 (C n ).
Introduction
Let G be a compact semi-simple Lie group with Lie algebra g. The complex Lie group G C acts on g C = g C via the adjoint representation and the orbits of this action (adjoint orbits) have two natural geometric structures: rstly they are K ahler in a G-invariant way and secondly, they have a G C -invariant complex symplectic form de ned by Kirillov, Kostant and Souriau (see 8]). It is therefore reasonable to ask whether there are geometric structures on adjoint orbits combining these features. A positive answer was given by Kronheimer 14, 15] , in the case that the adjoint orbit consists of either nilpotent or semi-simple elements, and in general by Kovalev 11] , by showing that they carry G-invariant hyperK ahler structures.
Recall that a Riemannian manifold (M; g) is hyperK ahler if it admits three almost complex structures I, J and K such that: A result of Hitchin 7] implies that I, J, K are necessarily integrable and hence (M; g; I), (M; g; J) and (M; g; K) are K ahler structures. Note that if one xes the complex structure I, then ! J + i! K is a complex symplectic two-form which is holomorphic. Berger 1] showed that hyperK ahler manifolds are automatically Ricci-at. Our constructions also lead to results about certain quaternionic K ahler structures, quaternionic K ahler manifolds being a class of Einstein geometries for which hyperK ahler manifolds occur essentially as the special case of zero scalar curvature, see for example 17] . However, before we outline further results it will be convenient to brie y discuss the hyperK ahler quotient construction on at space. The hyperK ahler structure on H N is given by the standard metric together with the complex structures de ned by right multiplication by ?i, ?j and ?k. We may put the three symplectic forms together to get a quaternion-valued two-form = ! I i + ! J j + ! K k. At Note that in the special case of G = SU(n), Nakajima 16] has used the same construction as we give, but with a non-zero value of the moment map to obtain cotangent bundles of certain ag manifolds as hyperK ahler quotients.
The zero set of the moment map in (1.1) is invariant under the action of H on H N by multiplication on the right and the results of 21] imply that the hyperK ahler quotients of H N which we de ne cover quaternionic K ahler quotients of H P(N ? 1) producing quaternionic K ahler structures of positive scalar curvature. These structures were rst found in 21]; our results show that all the examples which come from classical groups are nite-dimensional quotients of projective spaces. In addition, we prove that many of these are also nite-dimensional quaternionic K ahler quotients of the complex Grassmannian Gr 2 (C n ) of two-planes in C n .
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The Constructions
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. simple Lie algebra over C . We will rst treat the case of the special linear group and then later the cases of the orthogonal and symplectic groups. In each case the strategy is to rst specify the at hyperK ahler manifold and the required symmetry group, then to prove that the complex symplectic quotient by the complexi ed symmetry group is the required orbit closure and then nally to show that this complex quotient agrees with the hyperK ahler quotient.
2.1. The Special Linear Group. We rst look at how to construct nilpotent orbits of SL(n; C ). Choose a sequence (V 0 ; V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V k ) of Hermitian vector spaces, with dim C V i = n i , n 0 = 0 and n k = n. Let where N is the nilpotent variety of sl(n; C ).
Theorem 2.1. The map c , restricted to the set of closed G C -orbits, is injective.
Furthermore, its image consists of a union of closures of nilpotent orbits in sl(n; C ).
If there exists X 2 sl(n; C ) such that rank X i = n k?i , for all i, then the image is precisely the closure of the nilpotent orbit containing X. Kraft & Procesi 12] prove a similar statement, here we provide an alternative proof emphasising the rôles played by the closed G C -orbits and regular nilpotent elements.
Proof. Equation (2.2) may be used to de ne an action of g 2 GL(n; C ) on M by taking g k = g and g i = 1, for i < k. This action preserves the set ?1 c (0) and the map c is equivariant if we let GL(n; C ) act on sl(n; C ) via the adjoint action.
Therefore, the image of c is a union of nilpotent orbits. Let X be a point of the image and let ( i ; i ) be a point in a closed G C -orbit which maps to X. We wish to show that this orbit is unique.
Using the action of GL(n; C ) we may put X in Note that the map c comes from the complex moment map for the action of GL(n; C ) on M.
Equivalence of K ahler and Complex Quotients. In the previous section we
showed that the closure of a nilpotent orbit in sl(n; C ) may be described as the complex quotient of the zero set of the complex moment map. In order to get the orbit closure as a hyperK ahler quotient, it remains to show that this complex quotient agrees with the K ahler quotient by the compact group. This is a matter of applying results of Kirwan 9] , so let us rst recall those results. Restrict this action to the invariant subvariety X given by z 0 z 1 + z 2 z 3 + z 4 z 5 = 0.
On X, the U(1)-action has xed points. These points form the sets C P(2) = (z 1 = z 3 = z 5 = 0) and C P(2) = (z 0 = z 2 = z 4 = 0). These are the only closed orbits of the Here we have X min = Xn(C P(2) C P(2) ) and all the C -orbits in X min are relatively closed.
In order to apply these results to prove that the complex quotient above agrees with the hyperK ahler quotient we need to verify two things. Firstly, that the trajectories of steepest decent are bounded and secondly, that M min is the whole of M, so that the requirement that an orbit be closed in M min is just the requirement that this orbit should be closed. Theorem 2.7. The hyperK ahler quotient of M by G is a union of closures of nilpotent orbits in sl(n; C ). If there is a nilpotent element X 2 sl(n; C ) with rank X i = n k?i , for all i, then the quotient is isomorphic to the closure of the nilpotent orbit containing X.
2.2. Orthogonal and Symplectic Lie Algebras. We now wish to adapt the above construction to the other classical Lie algebras: o(n; C ) and sp(n; C ). We will treat these two cases simultaneously by de ning 2 f0; 1g to be 0 in the case of o(n; C ) and 1 in the case of sp(n; C ) and will write these Lie algebras as c C . The corresponding groups C C may then be described as the Lie groups acting on V = C Note that if we consider SO(n; C )-orbits, instead of O(n; C )-orbits, then even if there is a nilpotent matrix X with rank X i = n k?i there are cases where the hyperK ahler quotient is the union of the closures of two SO-orbits O + and O ? . This occurs precisely when the Jordan normal form of X consists only of blocks of even di-mension and corresponds to diagrams for O(2n; C ) for which n 2i ?n 2i?1 = n 2i?1 ?n 2i?2 for all i. In this case O + n O + = O ? n O ? and such an X is called very even. When X is not very even, the SO(n; C )-and O(n; C )-orbits are the same and so the above theorem also describes the closure of these SO(n; C )-orbits as hyperK ahler quotients of at space.
For the existence of X 2 c C with rank X i = n k?i it is necessary and su cient that such an X in sl(n; C ) exists and n 2i is even for all i. Now using these solutions and the action of G C GL(n; C ) we obtain closed H Corbits in ?1 c (0) M mapping to the required nilpotent orbit.
Consequences and Examples
The results of this section are based on the above constructions together the fol- Note that the existence of these quaternionic K ahler metrics was proved in 21] for all complex semi-simple Lie algebras. However, the methods were indirect and gave little indication of the H -orbits. The above result in the special case of g C = sl(3; C ) was used in 10] to obtain gradient ow lines and the hyperK ahler potential. The quaternionic K ahler manifolds we obtain are compact precisely when they are the symmetric spaces described by Wolf 22] . There is one of these for each simple Lie algebra and they correspond to the smallest non-trivial nilpotent orbit in the complexi ed Lie algebra. These orbits only contain 0 in their closure. For Sp(n) one gets the quaternionic projective space H P(n ? 1) from the diagram C C 2n with H = O(1) = Z=2. From SU(n), one has the complex C C n with a U(1)-action and the resulting quaternionic K ahler manifold is Gr 2 (C n ), the Grassmannian of twoplanes in C n . Similarly, for SO(n) one has an Sp(1)-quotient of C 2 C n giving the quaternionic K ahler manifold f Gr 4 (R n ), the Grassmannian of oriented four-planes in R n . These quotients are easily seen to be equivalent to those found by Galicki 4] . Many of these co ncidences do not give rise to nite quotients either because the groups do not occur in the quotient constructions above, this applies to SU(4) O(6), SU(2) Sp(1) and SU(2) O(3), or because when they do occur the actions are non-isomorphic, as in the case of Sp (2) ). Notice that this shows that it is possible for the SO(q; C )-orbit not to be the smallest non-trivial nilpotent orbit in so(q; C ) and so we have examples of nite quotients which do not occur in the announcement 2].
In general, the birational correspondence is given by the following diagram. is one-to-one except over the orbits in the right-hand column where it is two-to-one. One generalisation of this is that any nilpotent orbit in sl(n; C ) is a quotient of the diagram C C N , where N = P k?1 i=1 n i n i+1 . Thus the corresponding quaternionic K ahler manifolds are all quaternionic K ahler quotients of the complex Grassmannian Gr 2 (C N ) by the group S(U(n 1 ) U(n k?1 )). This relies on there being a central U(1)-factor in all the groups which occur in the quotient construction for the nilpotent orbit and so there is no similar construction for quotients of the real Grassmannian f Gr 4 (R n ).
In a similar way to the case of nite quotients there are hyperK ahler quotients giving orbits in classical semi-simple Lie algebras from simple ones. One example is obtained simply by mimicking the (Z=2) r?1 -example by considering diagrams for orbits in sums of sl(a i ; C )'s and replacing the Z=2's by U(1)'s.
Below is a table summarising the ways of obtaining nilpotent orbits of small (rank 6 3), simply-connected, compact, classical Lie groups as hyperK ahler quotients of other orbits.
The Jordan forms in square brackets indicate orbits of sl(4; C ) which should be regarded as orbits of so(6; C ) for the purposes of the hyperK ahler quotient, using the isomorphism SU(4) = Spin(6). The Z=3-quotient of the 12-dimensional orbit in g C 
